
on being called out

You’ll find you haven’t lived until somebody’s called you the white devil—

Which is to say you haven’t been alive until somebody’s seen 
your ugliest self and offered you no consolation.  

The righteous know the art of beating without fist. 

The righteous know it is much more affective to use judgment. 

You will wonder: How did they know how desperate I am to be liked? 

The righteous know this is the only thing that saves you from your power. 

You will think you know how right they were.

You will say:  I was a gaudy watch. I needed to be stopped.  
I was a joke in poor taste, told loud. 
I was a Grammy award. 

You will regard your shame and think, 

What happened here was not so cruel, 
Every insult, an incision, small and fair
and in the end, a kindness.

It will feel as if you have been locked inside your house 
less like the doors to the outside have been nailed shut 
and more like they have been replaced with curtains of live scorpions. 

You will hate the way you cannot get out of what you are. 

You will hate how you cannot stare down being wrong. 

You will hate it so much you become a different person overnight 

just so you will never be this kind of wrong again 

and still you will be this kind of wrong again and again

Someday you will look back at yourself as you are being spit upon
and you will point and laugh just like the righteous do. 

You will say along with them: 
Yes, kick me again. Kick me again. Do it. It’s less than I deserve.
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